
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS TALL LETTERS AND LETTERS

How low self-image is revealed by the size of letters. Study of handwriting: Those who use graphology for personnel
selection take advantage of . It is called tall writing when the letters of a writing are taller that wide.

When writing is too big, we are before an individual that has problems for concentrating in details and that
overvalues his qualities. Measuring handwriting comparing height and width Tall writing Study of
handwriting. The sweeping, drooping line through the surname is a sign of great self-criticism in professional
life. Very large writing Study of Writing: Large writing Study of handwriting. Dating a dual personality has its
advantages and its disadvantages. In handwriting, legibility is, subconsciously, a matter of choice. Yet it is
also used in personal communication to friends, wishing someone a happy birthday, and much more. It is also
seen in lowercase letters. May be a sign of evil. Therefore, the other partner gets mixed messages and might be
hurt. Extremely Wide: They can be obtrusive, impudent and intrusive. Signature in the middle: a show of
importance, a need for attention. Letter slant can best be seen in letters containing upper loops: the b, d, h, 1, k,
and t. Due to its clarity and simplicity, it became the normal writing type for books. And, it shows up in
handwriting. This trait and other levels of communication are shown in the lower case letter o. Impatience is a
part of this writer's personality. It commits you to, say, repay a debt, that what you state on your tax form is
correct, that you support the views expressed in a letter â€” it is used to help enforce the law. Interpretation of
Type 3 Thread shows a real evasion expert. Paranoid only if you are dating or going through a divorce. The
writer is happy to be accepted as they are. The amount of sensitivity as it relates to ideas and philosophies is
shown in the stem of the lower case t. The higher the capital letters, the more self-esteem dignity, pride and
ambition and what he aspired for himself and his loved ones in the spiritual, status, professional recognition
and power. Cohesion is the continuity given to a stroke, if it is interrupted or connected to the following letter.
Study of handwriting: Those who use graphology for personnel selection take advantage of writing size when
it comes to finding out types of intelligence. Graphological analysis studies the relationship between capitals
and the rest of the letters. Signature on left: writer seems in public to be withdrawing from the future, clinging
to the past. On the negative side, they may manifest shyness, doubts, fears, pessimism, discouragement, lack
of trust that translates into difficulty to understand and assimilate greater purposes. They stand out due to their
excessive ability for analysis of situations, what makes decision making and problem resolution late. Complete
legibility shows open and straightforward social attitudes. The size of the middle zone is the major factor
considered in handwriting analysis. They indicate the changes the writer suffers and unbalance before outer
events. Right slant signature: an outgoing, bubbly, outer persona. M's, n,s and h's are the most obvious arcade
formations in the alphabet. With empathy to convince and persuade. This writer seldom faces an issue, but
rather misdirects or eludes the reality with clever language, slight of hand or a downright refusal to face facts.


